


In this bonus document you’ll find six additional pocket lab apps that 
we think are very useful.

If you didn’t find an app of your choice on our blog post, we hope you’ll 
like one on this list.



RESULTS

Intended as a simple, educational application for doctors and laboratory 
staff, we can say that it provides exactly what it promises. It has an 
interesting feature where you can see the color of the tube next to the 
name of each test.

That shows us this app was primarily made for doctors and lab staff.

Another useful feature in that app is the search button, which works 
perfectly fine. The app has most of the tests you could ever need, but 
we disliked the way it was presented to the user. It all seems very 
confusing and complicated.

Fast search

Most important tests available

Confusing interface

Contains ads

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sam.results


NoRmaL Lab VaLUES REfERENcE (SimpLE)

This is a classic pocket lab app for doctors. It’s not flashy or anything, 
but some users like that.

Yet, the app is maybe too simple as it lacks some basic tests. 

Unfortunately, it contains very aggressive ads, much more than on 
other similar apps.

But in general, the app is useful for the most basic test checks, and we 
hope it will be soon updated with some additional features.

Simplicity 

Regularly updated

Basic tests not available

Aggressive ads

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.normal.labvalues.simple


NoRmaL Lab VaLUES

Is almost a twin app of the previous app in this list, as it has a similar 
concept and both were developed by the same author.

But still, we like this version much more, because now the app icon is 
green! - we’re joking of course.

This version has a quick search which is always useful in a pocket app, 
but similarly to the previous app it does lack some basic tests, and the 
user interface is kind of confusing.

The tests aren’t grouped into panels, so you have to browse manually 
for every test, which feels tedious.

Fast search

Contains most tests

Confusing interface

Contains ads

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.nooglesoft.normal.labvalues


cLiNicLab LaboRaToRy

This is the most interesting app in the list. It doesn’t have the tests 
you’ll need, but you have the possibility to add your own tests.

Design of the app is innovative and features tabs for viewing tests, 
adding new ones, and erasing old ones. Using the “ADD“ tab you 
can add a new test, and move it to your own “virtual lab“ inside the 
application. You can also add reference value, test interpretation etc.

We would recommend this app to those users who want to customize 
their pocket lab app. As a drawback we’d like to mention that it lacks 
some basic tests, so it’s not really an app you can use as soon as you 
install it on your device.

Fast search

You can add your own tests

Lacks basic tests out of the box

Not for an average user

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=gen.cliniclabfree


 NoRmaL Lab VaLUES++

Unlike any of the others. That’s how we would describe this app. Similar 
to other apps it does have a quick search feature, but in essence, this 
app is a hybrid. We say that because it’s clearly divided into a section 
with laboratory tests and a section with results interpretation.

If you’re using the part of the app containing lab tests and their normal 
values -- you won’t notice anything different. But if you open the 
“abbreviations“ section of the app, you’ll find a small encyclopedia 
with an almost endless number of medical terms ordered alphabetically.

You’ll be maybe disappointed to find out that this data isn’t embedded in 
the app, it’s just links to the google search page. But we do understand 
that this was a better solution for the app developers, because putting 
all this data into a pocket app would make it a large app to download 
and it would probably be slow in response.

This isn’t an app for everyone, it’s maybe only for those curious ones 
who want to know more.

Fast search

Mobile encyclopedia

Confusing interface

App colors selection and design

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.allgoodpeopleus.NormalLabValues


Lab REf

It would be a challenge to make an app that’s more simple than this 
one. Design is very simple, contains basic tests, and that’s pretty much 
it.

Power users should skip this app, as it doesn’t even have a quick test 
search option. We’d recommend this app to those who want to have all 
info on one screen and a simple navigation.

We’re convinced that some of you will like this concept for a pocket 
lab app.

Simple navigation

No ads

No quick search

App design

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=jamesmakesapps.labref


QUick Lab REf

Quick Lab Ref (Quick Clinical Laboratory Values Reference) is the most 
detailed and in our opinion the best pocket lab app.

Fast search

Detailed

Easy to use

CI and SI measurement units

Complex

Normal test values cannot be edited

Find out more about the app 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.clinical.quicklabreference
http://www.wizardhealth.co/put-the-lab-in-your-pocket-free/?lang=en#labref


ciTo! Lab VaLUES mEdicaL

Simple, nicely designed app. You’ll get the most out of this app if you 
use it as an addition to Quick Lab Ref application, for those times when 
you urgently need some info about a certain test.

Easy to use

Easy access to its content

CI and SI measurement units

Some basic tests missing

Normal test values cannot be edited

Ads are shown in the bottom of the 
screen

Find out more about the app 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pushandplay.mobile.cito
http://www.wizardhealth.co/put-the-lab-in-your-pocket-free/?lang=en#cito


docTy

This is a new, exciting app. Design of the app is focused on delivering 
the most important thing - to get the info you need as soon as possible.

Simple to use

Nice design

No adds

Lacks content

Tests cannot be edited

Find out more about the app 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.diogocapela.docty&hl=en
http://www.wizardhealth.co/put-the-lab-in-your-pocket-free/?lang=en#docty

